SUMMARY DISCUSSION
Unidentified Speaker: John, I have a question from the perspective of one who is familiar with a big class of practical acoustic emission problems. What, if any, fundamental research do you think would be most likely to be useful? What kind of questions would you like to have answers to?
John Simmons {NSF): The first thing we need to know: What are the characteristics of the acoustic emission business so we can discriminate it from the nice patterns you have mentioned. We also need data coming from broadband transducers. We intend, as part of this program, to evaluate the current state-of-the-art, define such a fiberoptic transducers, find out which is more feasible in moving from a laboratory environment into a field environment, and using them to obtain broadband data, as well as regular PZT transducers in the study.
Unidentified Speaker: Can you show the (inaudible)
John Simmons: It is a linear least squares polynominal.
Unidentified Speaker: The two X, (inaudible)
John Simmons: It's just the value of this polynominal. You obtain certain features from your test data, and you assign a weight to each feature. And then you just take the sum of all those weights until you get a number. That's what they-axis is.
Unidentified Speaker: What are the (inaudible)
John Simmons: In this particular study: There were five features. In the time domain, you were looking at the odd correlation at laq 13 You were looking at the mean of the wave form, the standard deviation of the waveform, and the time domain. Also, you were looking at the total power and 'the frequency domain.
